Nicetown CDC plans to use an empty, 3-acre right of way beneath the elevated Roosevelt Boulevard to make the neighborhood more walkable, active, and fun. A conceptual plan by the Collaborative lays out a versatile community sports court with basketball courts, a soccer field, a skate park, rain gardens, a public green, and a plaza for food trucks and seasonal farm stands. The sports court will complement new housing and retail development on Nicetown’s Germantown Avenue Commercial Corridor.

VOLUNTEERS
Friday Architects/Planners Inc. Anthony Bracali, Anna Diskin, Ryan Tighe | Ruggiero Plante Land Design Cesira Ruggiero, Kyle Dowdy | International Consultants, Inc. Michael Funk | Michael Williams

VALUE OF SERVICES
$34,700

HOURS DONATED
525

Interested in moving this project forward?
Contact Majeedah Rashid, Nicetown CDC
majeedah@nicetowncdc.org